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Introduction to the program:
Forum for Nation Building (FNB) Nepal organized an interaction program on the topic of "The Role of Stakeholders on Impact and Form of Address of Covid-19" on 29th Jun, 2022 at New Araniko Resort pvt.ltd. Chautara, Sindhupalchowk. The program was local government level and Mrs. Anju Kala Rai facilitated it.

Proceeding of program:
In the first season Mr. Suman Neupane gave information about including all impacts of Covid-19 with PowerPoint presentation and second season opened the floor for the interaction for participants. In the program, policy making and the role of stakeholders to address the situation of COVID-19 was discussed. COVID-19 is a pandemic which affected many countries including Nepal. The participants gave their opinion about different types of disasters. As Sindhupalchowk district is affected by many disasters such as, earthquake, land slide, flood the program held a great importance.

However, government authority lack to do any work for affected peoples as they need. So in this situation NGO's and INGO's must play the role for betterment of the peoples with coordination of government and local government.

Outcome of Interaction and Recommendation:
- Because of Covid-19 many people lost their jobs. If possible some working and earning packages for livelihood should be prepared.
- Government must make practical policies to make easy or obtain facilities which provided after any disastrously.
- Good governance is important for betterment of all people's rights.
- There must proper implement of fundamental rights.
- There must keep record of the affected peoples by Covid-19.
- There should keep record of suicide case and find out the reason why they commits suicide.
- Keep close relationship always with the local government.
- Suggest the government to amendment of laws which is not easy to access justice.
• Prevention is more important than rescue. So prepare for that all.

Appreciation:
All participants really appreciate Forum for Nation Building, Nepal for this kind of interaction program.
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